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Abstract
Effectiveness of a recommendation in an In-
formation Retrieval (IR) system is determined
by relevancy scores of retrieved results. Term
weighting is responsible for computing the rel-
evance scores and consequently differentiat-
ing between the terms in a document. How-
ever, current term weighting formula like TF-
IDF weigh terms only based on term frequency
and inverse document frequency irrespective
of other important factors. This results in un-
certainty in cases when both TF and IDF val-
ues are same for more than one document,
hence resulting in same term weight values. In
this paper, we propose a modification of TF-
IDF and other term-weighting schemes that
weights terms additionally based on the re-
cency of a term, i.e. the metric based on the
year the term occurred for the first time and
the document frequency. We modified the term
weighting schemes TF-IDF, BM25 and Uni-
versal Sentence Encoder (USE) to additionally
consider the recency of a term and evaluated
them on three datasets. Our modified TF-IDF
outperformed the standard TF-IDF on all three
datasets; the modified USE outperformed the
standard USE on two of the three datasets; the
modified BM25 did not outperform the stan-
dard BM25 term-weighting scheme.

1 Introduction

Term Weighting is one of the most crucial tasks in
information retrieval and recommender systems. It
is method of quantifying terms in a document to
determine the importance of the words in the docu-
ment and the corpus (El-Khair, 2009). Apart from
recommendation engine and information retrieval,
term weighting is effective in many scenarios such
as text mining, text classification, duplicate image
detection (Chum et al., 2008), document clustering,
and even in medical science research. In text cate-
gorization and data mining, efficient. term weight-
ing brings a considerable boost in effectiveness

(Domeniconi et al., 2015). Several term weighting
approaches are used in different applications basi-
cally derived from the frequency and distribution
of words in documents (Domeniconi et al., 2015).

TF-IDF is one of the classic term weighting ap-
proaches, that is most frequently used and was
found to be used, for instance, by 83% of text-
based research paper recommender systems (Beel
et al., 2017). TF-IDF as the name suggests, is made
up of two parts, term frequency (TF) and inverse
document frequency (IDF). TF gives the number of
times a term occurs in a document. The basis is that
the more frequently a term occurs, the more it is im-
portant for the context of the document (Beel et al.,
2017). IDF is computed as the inverse frequency
of documents containing the searched term. The
idea behind this is that a rare term should be given
higher importance as compared to frequently oc-
curring terms such as articles, pronouns, etc. There
have been numerous researches on TF-IDF, and
many extensions and alternatives are suggested.
Some other term weighting models used are BM25,
LM Dirichlet, Divergence from independence, etc.
Text and sentence embedding models such as Uni-
versal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018),
Google’s BERT, InferSent, etc are also used in text
classification tasks. These different approaches de-
pend on the type, size of corpus, types of queries,
and they use different term metrics to determine
the effectiveness of term in a document and corpus.

In case of information retrieval task, there are
certain limitations in standard term weighting ap-
proaches. Analyzing the simple approach of TF-
IDF, that weights term based on the frequency
distribution in the corpus. The real issue in this
method is the assumption that frequency distribu-
tion remains constant with time, without contem-
plating the diverse contexts for different terms. In
short periods, this holds, however, over longer time
this assumption fails. For example, consider two



terms, ”COVID19” and ”neural networks”, that
have different origin years. Now, there are probably
fewer documents containing the term ”COVID19”
than documents containing the term ”neural net-
works”, simply because ”COVID19” is a relatively
new term, while ”neural networks” is a term be-
ing used since decades. However, they would be
weighted similarly without considering the differ-
ence in the origins. The issue that terms have tem-
poral distributions of frequency, not just space dis-
tribution is unaccounted when using the standard
term weighting methodologies.

Considering this uncertainty in term weighting,
we suggest a time-normalized term weighting ap-
proach, which reflects the age of a term. As the
vocabulary changes over time, our intuition is to
identify a term’s age based on its first usage and cur-
rent year and distinguish between the documents
based on the age of the terms used. Hence, we pro-
pose to weigh terms not only on their frequency dis-
tributions but also temporal distributions. Further-
more, we demonstrate the significance of adding a
time-based feature by comparing our method with
state-of-the-art baseline models, that is, TF-IDF,
BM25 and USE embedding. Experimental results
show substantial improvements over the baseline
models for similar recommendations.

2 Related Work

TF-IDF is a relatively old approach and there have
been many studies comparing the results of TF-IDF
with other states of the art term weighting schemes.
Also, different researches have suggested novel
variants and enhancing algorithms solving various
issues. For instance, (Beel et al., 2017) points out
the lack of personalization in classic TF-IDF. The
authors have highlighted the issue of access to the
document corpus for calculating IDF and another
issue of ignoring the information from the user’s
document collection for recommendations and user
modelling. Thus, a novel term weighting is sug-
gested, that does not require the document corpus
and uses the user’s document collection for user
modelling.

In another paper, (Domeniconi et al., 2015)
points out the problem of using IDF in text classi-
fication. The basic idea behind IDF is that a term
occurring frequently has negligible distinguishing
power, however, in the case of text classification,
this might not be true, because, highly frequent
terms in different documents of the same category

can be helpful in text classification. Hence, the
authors suggested a supervised learning approach
to calculate IDF excluding the category under con-
sideration.

(Park et al., 2005) suggests a novel approach to
term weighting based on the term positions along
with the TF and IDF terms. The authors studied the
term patterns that occur in the documents using the
wavelet transform method. The paper also suggests
that the documents are ranked more relevant if the
query terms are close to each other.

Utilizing temporal feature has also proved to be
an efficient way for recommenders and time nor-
malized recommendations are certainly receiving
growing application in recent times (Campos et al.,
2014). One of the researches (Kacem et al., 2014),
suggests usage of time-normalized term weighting
for user modelling. The authors have used the time
of social/web search of terms to form the short and
long-term contexts and further creating a user pro-
file based on the same. The comparative study of
this algorithm with the standard TF-IDF suggests a
significant improvement in results centered on the
time normalized user models. Considering this re-
search of temporal context’s effect on term weights,
we propose a Time Normalized TF-IDF algorithm
for information retrieval and recommender system,
discussed and implemented in this paper.

3 Time Normalized Term Weighting

In a classic term weighting approach, the terms are
weighted irrespective of the different contexts or
usage or recency. In this paper, we try to empha-
size on the importance of term recency in relevant
results retrieval. The premise for this algorithm
is that, if a term is devised newly then there are
probably a lesser number of documents containing
the term compared to the term which is being used
for a longer duration of time. In this algorithm, we
introduce a time factor along with the regular TF-
IDF values. This time-based factor is formulated
from the origin year of the word and the document
frequency of the term giving the metric as docu-
ments per year. For a given term w in document
dεD, where D is the document corpus D with size
N , term-age is calculated as:

tw,D = log(dfw,D/(ydiff + 1))1, (1)

1This is an updated formula with an added 1 in the de-
nominator, for our experiments, we used the older version of
formula



where ydiff is calculated as :

ydiff = ycurrent − yorigin (2)

where yorigin is the year of first usage of the word
and Ycurrent is the present year. This current year
remains constant in the calculations, giving us the
sort of age for the word. We take the logarithm of
the terms to normalize the value, since this can go
to a large number based on the size of the corpus.
Also, we take up the absolute value of log, so that
we don’t have negative weight values. The yorigin
can be traced from multiple places depending on
the problem statement. For example, if a research
paper recommender is being developed, the origin
year can be retrieved as the year of first occurrence
of the term in the recommendation corpus. Or in
case of web search, time of first search of the term
can be used. Likewise, for some instances the terms
can be traced to their etymology and the year of
first occurrence can be fetched. Now the updated
formula for term weight calculation for tTF-IDF is
given as:

wtw,d = tw,D ∗ tfw,d ∗ log(
N

dfw,d
) (3)

where t(w,D) is the time-factor calculated value in
equation (1) tf(w, d) is the number of times term w
occurs in a document d, and df(w,D) is the number
of documents in which w appears in D.

Likewise, in case of time normalized BM25
(tBM25) model, the term age, t(w,D) is multiplied
to the classic BM25 formula for the time normal-
ized model. For USE embedding approach, cosine
similarity is used to calculate the term weights.
In the time normalized model, we multiply the
term age factor, t(w,D) with the cosine similarity
function to get the updated time normalized USE
(tUSE) model.

Now, assume that a term is new and occurs in
reasonable number of documents, then the value
of t(w,D) will be large and hence the term weight
will be large. Similarly, if the term is being used for
many years and is occurring in many documents, it
will relatively reduce the value of the time-factor,
thus giving it low importance.

A caution which needs to be taken while imple-
menting this algorithm is to check for more com-
monly occurring non relevant terms which are nor-
malized by using IDF should not get boosted. This
can be taken care of while calculating the value of
yorigin, and such terms can be ignored so they don’t

boost up the term weights based on non-relevant
terms.

4 Implementation

4.1 Data
4.1.1 TREC Washington Post Corpus (Post,

2018)
This collection contains 608,180 news articles and
blog posts, along with 50 queries from TREC –
2018 news background linking task (Soboroff et al.,
2018), and expected set of results. For the pur-
pose of testing our hypothesis, we use a sample
of 20909 documents with approximately 2400
relevant documents. However, this has been done
only for time-based index due to scalability and
resource constraints. And the term age is still cal-
culated considering the entire corpus and does not
affect the algorithmic logic. The relevant fields in
this dataset are id, URL, title, author, and article
text.

4.1.2 Web Answer Passage(WebAP) Dataset
(Keikha et al., 2014, 2015)

This collection contains 8027 articles from the web,
which are answers to 82 TREC queries. The dataset
contains the following fields: unique document id,
target question id, and passage. The results contain
50 relevant documents, given as question id, doc-
ument number and relevance as ranked from 1 to
50.

4.1.3 CiteULike Dataset (Wang et al., 2013)
This dataset is collected from CiteULike and
Google Scholar and contains 17013 documents
with the following fields: document id, title of the
research paper, and abstract. We are given another
file in this dataset, that contains the referenced ar-
ticles for every document. We have randomly se-
lected 116 test topics having exactly 10 citations to
be used as our ground truth.

4.2 Architecture/Methodology
We implemented text-based recommendation sys-
tems using the data mentioned in the last section.
This is implemented using TF-IDF, BM25 and USE
embedding models. Further, we devised an algo-
rithm to calculate t(w,D) as described earlier. And
scoring is done using customized plugins. Finally,
we compare the results of different algorithms us-
ing the evaluation metrics described later.

The first index is created with the same mapping
structure as given in the input dataset files. For



the second index, we add a time normalized term
weight parameter as a payload to the terms while
indexing the documents. A third index is created us-
ing the time normalized index for USE embedding
model. In this index, we calculate the term vectors
using the pre-trained TensorFlow model (Cer et al.,
2018) and store it in a 512-length vector field. This
methodology remains the same for all the datasets.
Following steps are used for calculations of term
age:

• Consider the article text of the document and
fetch the origin year for every word from ety-
monline.com

• Calculate the difference in number of years
from the year of first occurrence, to the current
year. We have assumed the base year for our
corpus to be 2017(TREC News), 2015(Web
AP) and 2019(CiteULike) since that is the
year of latest publications. This has been done
for uniform term weighting across the corpus.

• Now the term weight is calculated using the
formula given in section 3.

An important part to note is, that every term is
not given a term weight, this happens if the ori-
gin year of the term is not traceable, or the terms
are most frequently used such as articles, or prepo-
sitions. We have used the following evaluation
metrics to evaluate the significance of retrieved
results:

• Precision @10: We have calculated the pre-
cision value for top 10 fetched results on the
given set of input queries and take an average
of the results for comparison.

• Recall: For calculating the recall, we have
considered the queries having less than 100
results, in case of TREC news. And then re-
call is calculated as the number of relevant
retrieved document divided by the number of
relevant documents present in the index. For
other datasets, since the number of relevant
results is fixed, so the value of precision and
recall remains the same.

• F1 Score: Since F1 score uses both the preci-
sion and recall values, so for calculating the
precision scores, we have used the same re-
sults from the recall measure and used a fixed

denominator as the number of retrieved results.
Formula used for F1 score is given as:

F1 = 2 ∗ Precision ∗Recal
Precision+Recall

(4)

• Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain:
DCG is calculated at specific rank position
p, given by

DCGp =
p∑

i=1

reli/ log2(i+ 1) (5)

where, reli is the relevance score of a docu-
ment at position i. And NDCG is calculated
by considering the DCG of ideal order along
with the DCG values and is given by

nDCGp = DCGp/IDCGp (6)

5 Results and Discussion

In 2 out of 3 algorithms, our term-recency modifi-
cation improved the performance notably. When
measured by p@10, tTF-IDF outperformed TF-IDF
by an average 47% and tUSE outperformed USE
in 2 of the 3 datasets by 14.3% but performed 50%
worse in the other dataset (Figure 1). The time nor-
malized BM25 version, however, performed 32%
worse than BM25. NDCG@10 leads to similar
results (Figure 2). For CiteULike dataset, NDCG
cannot be calculated, since there is no ranking spec-
ified for the citations.

Figure 1: P@10 comparison

On closer analysis of the BM25 model, we see
27 out of 50 queries gave better or almost similar
results in case of time normalized model when
compared to the classic approach. These results
are also promising and need to be worked upon for
better results in the future work.

For calculating the recall and F1 scores, we fetch
the top 100 results for the given query sets. For



Figure 2: NDCG@10 comparison

Figure 3: Precision, Recall, F1@100 scores for TREC
News

uniformity in the metric calculation, we compute
the precision scores as well. The result metrics
are shown in Figure 3. We see a 150% improve-
ment in the tTF-IDF model over TF-IDF and a 31%
improvement in tUSE model over the USE model.
Recall and F1 scores for WebAP and CiteULike
would be same as precision scores since the num-
ber of relevant results in dataset remains the same,
so they are not shown.

Analyzing the tUSE model in WebAP dataset,
we see it does not perform well against the USE
model. One of the possible reasons for this might
be the size of the corpus used, that is, TREC news
corpus has approximately 600k documents while
Web AP dataset has just 6k documents, which is
100 times less than the former dataset. However,
this is an inference based on the results retrieved
and has not been verified. There might be other
possible reasons, such as the size of documents,
size of queries used, number of proper nouns in the
queries, etc. Or probably term age might not be
a relevant metric for this dataset. These possible
reasons still need to be analyzed before affirming
out a conclusion on these contrasting results.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel algorithm for
term weighting. The presented approach shows

the significance of temporal distribution along with
existing space distribution of terms. We suggest
the scheming of a term recency parameter based
on the origin of the word and the usage in the doc-
ument corpus. This factor is used along with the
standard weighting values (such as TF and IDF)
for relevance scoring in the information retrieval
system. The algorithm is tested on a news dataset,
with queries trying to find links with the documents,
Web answer retrieval dataset and research papers
citations dataset. We have also extended the al-
gorithm to other text embedding models that are
BM25 and USE.

Experiments conducted on the IR system show
that term-recency based TF-IDF and tUSE model
outperforms the classic TF-IDF and classic USE
algorithms with a significant margin when mea-
sured in terms of average precision, recall, F1 and
NDCG. It has set up a strong premise for our ongo-
ing research on ways to improve recommendation
effectiveness. Future works for this can be to find
ways to improve the time-based BM25 model and
testing the algorithm’s performance in other tasks
such as text classification, and user modelling. Fur-
thermore, we also plan to test different normaliza-
tion factors for calculating the term age and then
using it in the scoring algorithm.
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